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8.2 Covalent modification of histones
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8.3 Nucleosome transitions during gene activation/repression

In any cell type, a large part of the genes are 
kept inactive (not expressed) by gene silencing

H. sapiens genome: 
25 000 

Silenced genes 

25,000 genes

Expressed genes
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First studies on chromatin structure by E.M. in middle ’70. The obtained images led to 
the hypotesis that the compacted form was typical of nonexpressed genes.
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Post-transcriptional modifications, histone isoform exchange and interacting 
proteins make the nucleosome an extremely dynamic system whose primary 
function is to regulate gene transcription. 

struttura del DNA nucleosomale

topologia (superavvolgimenti)

topoisomerasi
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Non-nucleosomal histones: H1

The 30nm fiber: solenoide or zig-zag ?
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Do nucleosomes display  any kind of 
specificity for nucleotide sequence?
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Are condensed (heterochromatic) and noncodensed 
(euchromatic) chromatin fragments (loci) distinguishable 
by a simple biochemical assay?by a simple biochemical assay?

Primordial: enzyme accessibility.

SDS DNase I

deproteinize

The classical assay to detect the gross organization of chromatin at a specified 
locus:  the DNase I Hypersensitivity Assay 

deproteinize

Digest with R.E.

Probe with an 
end-probe of 
your locus 

HS1

HS2
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Keratin K14 gene, analysis of the 5’-flanking region

Digested with BglII+SpeI                                   Digested with BglII+EcoRV

Tratto da: Sinha et al., (2000), Mol Cell Biol, 20: 2543-2555. 

A  number of differentiation-related loci are quite stably 
heterochromatic, depending on cell types.

Other loci can switch transiently from one status to the other and 
back to the original, as a result of signal transduction from either 
perceptive or proprioceptive stimuli.

Of course, this means transcriptional activation or repression
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Quite stable, differentiation-
linked gene expression profileslinked gene expression profiles

Different expression profiles in human cells of 
different tissues: 1800 genes probes 

external signal
“perceptive”

i a

+

internal signal
“self-ceptive”

+
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1 example: 

human fibroblasts: 48 hrs serum starvation, then serum back for the indicated 
times
RNA extracted at time points labelled with red dyeRNA extracted at time points labelled with red dye
RNA extracted at time = 0 labelled with green dye

A 2° example:
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Human breast cancer cell line in culture (ZR75.1)

17β-estradiol stimulus

Cells rescued at:    0.5, 1, 2, 4, 6, 8, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 32 hours

Cy3: time 0      Cy5: time points

9,600-feature cDNA microarrays

Cyclin mRNA expression by 
RNase protection assay:

time points time points time pointsHierarchical clustering of 
results from “kinetics” 
experiment shows 8 main 
clustering groups, 
representing genes 
regulated at different time 
intervals after the 
estrogenic stimulus

early repression

late repression

early induction

delayed  induction

late induction
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Chromatin should be 
reconfigured to allow 
binding of transcription 
apparatus to promoters

C l  di i d ll  ATP di d

Altri fattori di trascrizione possono legarsi

Il complesso del Mediatore, con la RNA Polimerasi 
II ed i fattori generali possono raggiungere il 

Complesso di rimodellamento ATP-dipandenteComplesso di enzimi per la 
modificazione degli istoni

modified from Cooper “The 
Cell”, Sinauer Ed. 1997

promotore

Chromatin should be re-organized to 
stop transcription (repression)

a co repressor a co-repressor 
is recruited

A repressor binds

chromatin is re-organized
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A quite simple biochemical assay for “activation” at the chromatin 
level is a nucleosome positioning assay

One extremely well studied model system for gene activation (switch from 
repressed to activated status) is represented by the PHO5 gene in S. 
cerevisiae.

PHO5 encodes for a protein phosphatase playing a role in phosphate 
homeostasis

When the ortophosphate level in the cell falls below a treshold value, the 
PHO5 promoter: 

•changes its chromatic status – nucleosomes are mobilized

•becomes DNaseI hypersensitive

•transcription starts

mRNA and protein is produced phosphates are removed from storage 
proteins and the intracellular level is restored

No: DNase I (E.coli)
Micrococcal Nuclease (MNase)
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Nucleosome positioning analysis

1st step: digestion

MNasi

2 different cases:
mobile nucleosomes
versus
positioned nucleosomes
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Analysis

mobile                          versus               positioned         

sonda per 
Southern blot

Pho2 binding sites

Pho4 is the P‐sensitive 
inducer, whereas Pho2 is 
constitutive
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Nucleosome dynamics

1.post-transcriptional modifications

2.histone isoform exchange

3.interacting proteins3.interacting proteins
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review 
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• the histone code

• the histone code

H3
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• the histone code

H4

Come possiamo sapere se un locus che ci interessa è 
occupato da nucleosomi modificati in modo specifico?

Factors, DNA and histones are cross-linked by formaldehyde in 
the cells

Chromatin is extracted and fragmented by sonication

Chromatin Immunoprecipitation (ChIP)

Hyperacetylated nucleosomes are IMPT with a specific anti-
acetyl-lysine(n)-histone(m) antibody

Cross-linking is reversed, proteins digested and DNA purified

Specific promoter or enhancer sequences amplified by PCR
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2. isoform exchange

Sequence Alignment of Variants of 
Histones H3 and H2A with the Known 
Secondary Structures of H3 and H2A 
Depicted on Top.

Upper: 
The sequences of the conserved H3.3 and 
CENP A i t  H3 3 diff  b  l   CENP-A variants. H3.3 differs by only a 
few residues. The arrows above the H3 N-
terminal tail indicate the sites that form  
strands upon binding to chromodomains.

Lower 
The sequences of the conserved H2A.Z, 
macroH2A, H2AX, and H2ABbd variants of 
H2A. The sequence of H2ABbd is most 
divergent, while others are closely related 
with some changes in the turn regions g g
connecting the  helices.
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CENP-A is an H3-like histone and is found only at centromeres over a 
stretch of 300-500 Kbp

CENP-A, unlike all other histones, is not replaced by protamines in 
sperm: chromatin status inheritancesperm: chromatin status inheritance.

H3.3 is a variant of H3 showing only 4 aminoacids variation.

H3.3 is deposited in chromatin also outside S-phase

H3.3 replaces H3 carrying H3K9me in re-activated genes

H2A.Z in S. cerevisiae is incorporated near silenced regions and 
inhibits the spread of heterochromatin.

histone-modifying enzymes:

HAT histone acetyltransferasesHAT- histone acetyltransferases
HDAC – histone deacetylases
HMT – histone methyltransferases
histone demethylases
histone kinases
histone ribosyltransferaseshistone ribosyltrabsferases
ubiquitin-transferases
ATP-dependent remodelling enzymes
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Histone-modifying 
enzymes
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3. interacting proteins


